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My thoughts
Not that I have many meaningful thoughts at this point, some might ask if I ever have any. Today just a welcome to what will, I hope be the first of many editions.
This one will be fairly S.E East Sussex orientated as I am obviously stuck here. Hopefully later it will expand
geographically.

So, what has just dropped into my mail box! - An Introduction
Some of you will be aware that I have been producing a quarterly newsletter for the Cultivar Group of the Society. If you are
not on that mailing list, and would like to be, please contact Julian Reed who will happily add you.
If you would just like a flavour, then Andrew Leonard has been kindly adding them to the Web Site, so please have a look
through if you are interested.
Anyway, it was suggested to me that, as the Cultivar Newsletter was being quite well received, and as we are currently being
kept away from each other, it might be a good idea to do something similar for the SE Group.
This is the “something similar” I hope you find something of interest. If not, then please (please) feel free to send me some
bits to put in the next edition. My email is: markgborder@btinternet.com
I hope to include, over the editions a mix of local species, non-local native species, exotics and a sprinkling of cultivars,
(although cultivars are missing from this edition—you will just have to visit the website!) hopefully something to interest
everyone.

A bit of
brightness to
cheer everyone up. Adiantum
venustum
new frond
last spring.
It wont be
too long
before we
see all our
ferns
erupting into
new spring
growth
again.

A Regal surprise in the woods
A couple of years ago, having just bought an old lens from EBay, I took my camera out to have a play with the
lens. I ended up at Herstmonceux Observatory. Having taken a few photos there I crossed the road into a small
wood.
Greatly to my surprise, in a ditch by the side of the main path, I found what you see in the two photos below:
Osmunda regalis growing with several other ferns, brambles and other things. There is a very good clump of
Struthiopteris spicant (Blechnum as was) next to it. Although I did find more of the latter, this was the only Royal
Fern I could find.
Possibly just behind it is Dryopteris carthusiana, or the hybrid. There were several D. dilatata around as well and
common male and lady ferns, as one would expect, and, if my memory is working, D.affinis types.
On my first visit I gave Mr. Munyard a ring as he is the fount of all knowledge with regards to the wild ferns in
this area and this was a location he was unaware of, which both surprised and pleased me, as I get a child-like
pleasure in finding something new—second childhood underway?
Hopefully at a future meeting down this way we can arrange a visit here as part of the itinerary There is plenty
of very close parking.

Diary Dates
Some dates to note for future group events:
19th June—Fibrex
19th and 20th June—Plant Societies weekend RHS Wisley
24th and 25th July—RHS Wisley Fern and Carnivorous Plant Show, The New Hilltop Centre. The Home of Gardening Science
25th and 26th September Cultivar Group meeting at Bexhill (my garden), Sevenoaks and Kemsing. It is strongly
suggested that accommodation not be booked until closer to the date.

Please note— as if you really need reminding—all the above are liable to cancellation depending on the mixing
rules in force at the time.

A short, solo and very cold Field Trip to Winchelsea last December.
It was here that I had my first ever field trip, organised by Steve Munyard, and my first example of the S.E. Group’s famous
catering. Thank you again, Karen for this and all the other times, and to all the other members and their partners who have
fed and watered me over the years.
I remember there was a delay starting as some members had been held up due to an accident on the A21.
The good news, apart from the accident being cleared, is that the ferns that had been cleaned off the old Church walls are
beginning to make a comeback, as you can see below,
Asplenium ceterach is still on the wall and Polypodium cambricum is still everywhere.

Re-colonising of the
old ruins.
Great to see.

Winchelsea
Church.
Spike Milligan’s grave
is just off to
the left, out
of picture.

Asplenium ceterach on the
wall opposite the church.

Polypodium cambricum on a low wall round the
corner from the Rusty-back.

As none of us are getting any younger. Something to make us, at least feel relatively young:
Fossilised tree fern stems from the Beach at Pett Level—Tempskya approximately 120 million years old.

When I googled to check my spelling I
came across an American paper from
1946 that mentioned a number of species and included two drawings. One, by
Andrews and Kern I was familiar with. It
resembles a bare tree trunk with Davallia
type fronds scattered over it. The other,
of Tempskya rossica looks rather like a
tree trunk morphing into a number of
cauliflowers at the top but with fern
fronds for flowers. Most strange.
The paper is: North American Species of
Tempskya and their Stratigraphic
Significance. By Sidney R. Ash and
Charles B. Read. Click on the text should
you wish to look it up.
And, especially for Patrick, the horsetail
Calamites. Sorry I haven't better specimens

